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——————————————————————————————————————————

Installing Spacer
System Requirements
PC: Windows 7/8/10/11 (ONLY 64-bit)
Mac: macOS 10.12+ (Sierra)

Other Requirements
VST, VST3, AU or AAX (Pro Tools) compatible DAW
Apple Silicon M1/M2 operation through Rosetta
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Windows Installation

To install Spacer on Windows, download the Mac 32/64-bit VST installer, and save it on your
computer (e.g. in your Downloads folder).

Navigate to this folder, locate the installer and double-click on it, and then double-click on the
Next button to start the installation process. Carefully read the licence, and then click on the I
Agree button if you wish to continue.

Next, select which versions of the plugin you want to install, optionally change the installation
location and click on the Install button.

Now wait for the installation to complete (this should only take a few seconds), and click on the
Finish button.
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Mac Installation

To install Spacer on Mac OS, download the Mac 64-bit VST/AU installer (PKG), and save it on
your computer (e.g. in your Downloads folder).

Navigate to the folder in which you have saved the installer, locate installer (PKG) and
double-click on it, and then double-click on the Spacer Installer.pkg icon. Click on the Continue
button to confirm that the installation package will run a program, and then click on Continue (in
the bottom right corner of the installation window) to start the installation process.

Carefully read the licence, click on the Continue button if you wish to contrinue, and then click on
Agree if you wish to contrinue. Next, select which versions of the plugin you want to install (you
may need to click the arrow to the left of the Intel package to bring up a dropdown menu
displaying the plugin versions) and click on the Continue button.
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Click on the Install button, wait for the installation to complete (this should only take a few
seconds) and click the Close button.

Installation paths

Windows:

● PC VST2: C:\Program Files\Steinberg\Vstplugins
● PC VST3: C:\Program Files\Common Files\VST3

Mac:

● Mac VST: Macintosh HD/Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/VST
● Mac VST3: Macintosh HD/Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/VST3
● Mac AU: Macintosh HD/Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/Components

Activating Spacer
When you load Spacer onto a track in your DAW for the first time, you will be prompted with a
product verification screen. Enter the email address you used when you purchased the plugin,
and the activation key that you received after your order was completed.
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Global Controls

Global Preset Browser
Spacer has global presets for entire patches, as well as preset setups for individual modules.
This section is about the global preset browser, which allows you to open, save and switch
between presets for Spacer.

Use the Arrows to move through the bank of presets, or click the name of the preset to bring up
the dropdown Factory and User menus.

Clicking the Disk Icon saves the current configuration of the plugin as a new preset. Your
computer will suggest predefined save destinations for the presets, which it is recommended
you do not change.

Locking modules for global preset changes
You can fix a module’s parameters in their current state while switching global presets or
randomising global parameters by first activating the lock icon on an individual module. When
locked, individual modules may still move position within the signal chain when loading a new
preset.

Preset Save Paths
You can view or save global presets by navigating to the following folder:

● PC – Users\AppData\Roaming\Spectral Plugins\Spacer\Presets\User
● Mac – Users/Shared/Spacer/Presets/User

Alternatively, click on the cog at the top of the plugin window to access global settings, then
select ‘Show Preset Folder’. From here, you can view the folders for global and individual module
presets.
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Input/Output (Input Gain, Output Gain, Mix,
Bypass)
Here, you can control the Input Gain and Output Gain, as well as the General Dry/Wet of
Spacer. You can also access a Bypass control here.

● Input Gain – Sets the volume of your signal before it reaches the processing chain.
● Output Gain – Sets the volume of your signal after Spacer processes it.
● Mix (Global Dry/Wet) – Blends the ratio of Wet (processed) signal with Dry

(unprocessed).
● Bypass – Press and hold Ctrl (Windows) or Control (Mac) and the Mix control will turn

into a Bypass button.

Input/Output Metering
On the left and right of the Input/Output Section you’ll see two level indicators. The left one
displays the volume level of the input, while the right one shows the level of the output. These
indicators normally display in blue, but if they turn red it means that the signal has gone above
0dB.
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Menu Bar

Panic Button (P!)
Delay effects produce echoes by feeding some of the output back into the input. If you apply too
much feedback this can quickly multiply out of control, which could potentially be harmful for
your ears.

Hitting the Panic Button will instantly cut the signal from the plugin, halting the delay echoes
and protecting you from dangerous volume levels.

Randomize (Dice Icon)
Hitting the Dice icon randomizes every parameter on Spacer except Pitch and EQ parameters,
regardless of whether or not you’ve turned on all of the effects modules.

Global Settings (Cog Icon)
Clicking the cog icon opens up Spacer’s global settings menu, explained below.

● Interface Size – Sets the size of the plugin (three settings for three window sizes).
● Show Preset Folder – Opens a folder in your system where all presets are stored.
● Show IR Folder – Displays the folder where the impulse response files are stored.
● Rescan Presets – Scans the preset folder and syncs its content with the plugin.
● Rescan IRs – Scans the IR folder and syncs its content with the plugin.
● Clear Temp Folder – Deletes the contents of temporary files stored by the plugin.
● User Manual – Opens this manual in your browser. You’ve probably already worked this

out though.
● Our Website – Visit the Spectral Plugins website.
● New Version? – Download link to the newest version of the plugin.

Help (Question Mark Icon)
View this manual (in case you hadn’t figured that out yet…)
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Effects Modules

Common Controls: Module Menu Bar
Each effects module has its own menu bar, which functions in the same way as the global preset
and menu bar, except that it affects that module only.

1. Presets
Each module has a list of its own Presets. Use the Arrows to move through the bank of presets
one by one, or click the name of the preset to bring up the dropdown Factory and User menus.

2. Save (disk icon)
Clicking the Disk Icon saves the current configuration of the effects module as a new preset.

3. Reset (circular arrow)
Using the Reset icon (circular arrow), you can return all the settings on an effect module to their
default state, including EQ parameters.

4. Randomize (dice button)
You can randomize every parameter on a specific effects module using its Dice button. The EQ
and pitch shifting parameters are excluded from this process.

5. Lock
Use the Lock icon to freeze the current configuration of parameters on the effects module,
meaning it won’t be affected if you click Spacer’s global Randomize control or select a new
global preset. Locking a module does not prevent it from moving within Spacer’s signal chain
when selecting a new global preset.
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Common Controls: Module Side Panel
The side panel sits on the left-hand side of each effects module, and contains a set of controls
that will only apply to that effect:

1. On/Off switch (Activate)
This powers the effect module on or off. The module is on when this and its name are coloured,
and off when they are grey.

2. Solo button (S)
The Solo button (S) Applies only the selected effect to your signal and mutes the others.

3. EQ
Open a two-band EQ within the module window (see next section)
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4. Additional parameters (three dots icon)
Clicking the Three dots icon opens up an extra layer of additional parameters previously hidden
by the effect’s GUI.

Common Controls: EQ
Each effects module has a two-band parametric EQ which is accessible on the side panel to the
left.

1. Controlling the EQ from the graphical display
You can choose a band and change its gain and frequency by clicking and dragging its node. You
can also change the Q using your mouse’s scroll wheel while hovering over the node, and
change its filter type by clicking it with the right mouse button.

2. Frequency Bands
To use Spacer’s EQ unit, select either the Low or High band to pinpoint which of the frequency
bands you want to work on.
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3. Filter Types
There are three filter Types available for each band: high or low-pass (depending on whether
you’re working with the Low or High band), bell and shelf. You can also right click on a node to
cycle between the three band types.

4. Frequency
Adjusts the centre frequency range for each selected band. It also sets the frequency cutoff point
for high and low cut filters.

5. Q
Adjusts the bandwidth of the selected band. It determines how wide or narrow to boost or cut
frequencies. Higher Q values affect a narrower range of frequencies and lower Q values affect a
wider range of frequencies.

Common Controls: Mix
As well as the global Mix control, each effect module has its own independent Mix control. This
allows you to adjust the balance between the dry and wet signals at every step in the signal
chain.

At 100%, the effect is completely wet with none of the dry signal being outputted. At 0%, the
effect is bypassed and the signal is completely dry.

Each effect module also has its own independent gain control, which can be accessed by holding
Ctrl (Windows) or Control (Mac).
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Reverb
For top-bar settings (presets, randomize, reset and lock), see the Common Controls:
Module Menu Bar section.

For EQ guidance, see the Common Controls: EQ section.

Damp
Determines if the higher frequency content of the signal is dampened. Dampening the high
frequencies helps to free up room in your mix and promotes a warmer sound.

Pre-Delay
Adjusts the amount of time after the audio that the early reflections of the reverb kick in,
measured in milliseconds. Increasing the pre-Delay prevents the reverb from masking the raw
sound.

Width
Sets the stereo width of the reverb effect. This is measured as a percentage, with 0% being the
most narrow and 100% being full stereo. Keep in mind that the stereo panning settings within
your DAW will have an impact on overall width.
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Decay
The Decay control determines how long the reverb lasts. Shorter decay values give the
impression of more absorbent spaces with fewer reflections, whereas longer values have the
opposite effect.

Size
The Size control adjusts the artificial room size of the reverb, giving a different tonal
characteristic.

Mix
The Mix knob is like a Dry/Wet control, which adjusts the balance between the unprocessed
audio signal and the delay effect. At 0, the effect is bypassed and at 100, the effect is completely
wet.

Mod Rate
This knob sets the rate at which the pitch is modulated on your wet signal. This is accessed
using the Additional Parameters button (the three dots icon in the side panel).

Mod Depth
Increasing the Mod Depth knob introduces pitch modulation to the wet signal. This can be useful
for adding character and movement to your reverb. This is accessed using the Additional
Parameters button (the three dots icon in the side panel).

Diffusion
The higher you set the Diffusion knob, the more dense or close together the reflections of the
reverb effect will be. This is accessed using the Additional Parameters button (the three dots
icon in the side panel).

Higher Diffusion settings make for a more natural-sounding reverb and lower settings create a
more ‘airy’ effect.
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Convolution Reverb
For top-bar settings (presets, randomize, reset and lock), see the Common Controls:
Module Menu Bar section.

For EQ guidance, see the Common Controls: EQ section.

Type
Select from three distinct categories of impulse response: Hall for large spaces, Room for
smaller spaces and Synthetic for unique and creative spaces.

IR
Select an Impulse Response from within the selected Type. There are 30 Hall IRs, 30 Room IRs,
and 50 Synthetic IRs to choose from. You can also add your own user IRs for infinite
expandability.

To load your own Impulse Responses, click on the cog icon to access Spacer’s settings, then click
on Show IR Folder. From there, you can drag your own Impulse Responses in the User folder,
then they will appear in Spacer’s preset dropdown window under the User category. You can
also load your own impulse response through WAV file drag and drop.
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You can also navigate to the IR folder through the plugin’s settings, or the following directory:
Windows: Users\AppData\Roaming\Spectral Plugins\Spacer\Presets\User Convolution
Mac: Macintosh HD/Users/Shared/Spectral Plugins/Spacer/IR

Decay
Adjusts the length of the reverb’s tail as a percentage of the length of the selected Impulse
Response. For instance, if your selected Impulse Response is two seconds long, setting the
Decay to 50 would result in a reverb tail of one second. Setting the decay to 200 would result in
a reverb tail of four seconds.

You can see the length of the chosen Impulse Response in the bottom right corner of the module
effect visualization.

Size
The Size control adjusts the artificial ‘size’ of the reverb, giving a different tonal characteristic.
Larger values replicate a reverb with a greater size by increasing the time it takes for sound to
travel between reflections.

Mix
The Mix knob is like a Dry/Wet control, which adjusts the balance between the unprocessed
audio signal and the delay effect. At 0, the effect is bypassed and at 100, the effect is completely
wet. Pressing and holding Ctrl changes each module’s Mix dial to a Gain so that you can gain
stage your audio through the signal chain.

Pre-Delay
The Pre-Delay control adjusts the amount of time after the audio that the early reflections of the
reverb kick in, measured in milliseconds. Increasing the Pre-Delay prevents the reverb from
masking the raw sound. This is accessed using the Additional Parameters button (the three
dots icon in the side panel).

Width
The Width controls sets the stereo width of the reverb effect. This is measured as a percentage,
with 0% being the most narrow and 100% being full stereo. This is accessed using the
Additional Parameters button (the three dots icon in the side panel).

Keep in mind that the stereo panning settings within your DAW will have an impact on overall
width.
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Grain Reverb

For top-bar settings (presets, randomize, reset and lock), see the Common Controls:
Module Menu Bar section.

For EQ guidance, see the Common Controls: EQ section.

Pitch
Transposes the wet signal by up to 12 semitones up or down. Setting a Pitch value of 12
semitones and increasing the Grain Reverb’s Feedback creates an ethereal tone. (Powered by
Zynaptiq ZTX LE)

Feedback
Controls how much the effect feeds back into itself, thus creating longer (and more pitch shifted)
reverb tails. Lower values result in shorter reverbs, while higher values create longer reverbs.

Width
Sets the stereo width of the reverb effect. This is measured as a percentage, with 0% being the
most narrow and 100% being full stereo. Keep in mind that the stereo panning settings within
your DAW will have an impact on overall width.
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Decay
The Decay control determines how long the reverb lasts. Shorter decay values give the
impression of more absorbent spaces with fewer reflections, whereas longer values have the
opposite effect.

Size
The Size control adjusts the artificial room size of the reverb, giving a different tonal
characteristic.

Mix
The Mix knob is like a Dry/Wet control, which adjusts the balance between the unprocessed
audio signal and the delay effect. At 0, the effect is bypassed and at 100, the effect is completely
wet. Pressing and holding CTRL changes each module’s Mix dial to a Gain so that you can gain
stage your audio through the signal chain.

Mod Rate
This knob sets the rate at which the pitch is modulated on your wet signal. This is accessed
using the Additional Parameters button (the three dots icon in the side panel).

Mod Depth
Increasing the Mod Depth knob introduces pitch modulation to the wet signal. This can be useful
for adding character and movement to your reverb. This is accessed using the Additional
Parameters button (the three dots icon in the side panel).

Diffusion
The higher you set the Diffusion knob, the more dense or close together the reflections of the
reverb effect will be. This is accessed using the Additional Parameters button (the three dots
icon in the side panel).

Higher Diffusion settings make for a more natural-sounding reverb and lower settings for a more
‘airy’ effect.
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Delay

For top-bar settings (presets, randomize, reset and lock), see the Common Controls:
Module Menu Bar section.

For EQ guidance, see the Common Controls: EQ section.

Delay Sync Mode (BPM/Time)
The BPM mode gives a beat-synced delay, with adjustable beat divisions from 1/64 up to 1/1. In
Time mode, the delay time is controlled in milliseconds, from 1ms up to 5000ms (5 seconds).

Left and Right (delay times)
Controls the independent delay times for the Left and Right channel.

Ping Pong
Puts the delay in Ping Pong mode, creating a delay that bounces between the Left and Right
channels.

Stereo Link
Links the Left and Right channel’s delay times so that they remain in sync. If the Left and Right
channels have different delay times when Stereo Link is clicked, the Right channel will sync to
the Left channel’s value.
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Spread
The Spread control affects the overall width of the delay effect by controlling how much the left
and right channels are panned. At 0% Spread, the left and right channels of the delayed signal
are panned to the centre, resulting in a mono effect. At 100% Spread, the left and right channels
are panned hard left and right.

Feedback
Controls how much the effect feeds back into itself, thus creating longer delay tails. Lower
values result in shorter delays, while higher values create longer delays.

Mix
The Mix knob is like a Dry/Wet control, which adjusts the balance between the unprocessed
audio signal and the delay effect. At 0, the effect is bypassed and at 100, the effect is completely
wet. Pressing and holding CTRL changes each module’s Mix dial to a Gain so that you can gain
stage your audio through the signal chain.

In addition to the above settings, Delay shares a number of controls that are identical across all
of Spacer’s modules. For more information, view the Common Effects Controls section.
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Grain Delay
For top-bar settings (presets, randomize, reset and lock), see the Common Controls:
Module Menu Bar section.

For EQ guidance, see the Common Controls: EQ section.

The Grain Delay module has many properties of a standard delay – Delay Time, Sync Mode, Mix
and Feedback – but goes further with granular extras – Grain Size, Spray, Pitch and Random.

Delay Sync Mode (BPM/Time)
The BPM mode gives a beat-synced delay, with adjustable beat divisions from 1/8 up to 1/1. In
Time mode, the delay time is controlled in milliseconds, from 50ms up to 5000ms (5 seconds).

Delay
Controls the Delay time for both the left and right channels. Unlike the Delay module, the left
and right channels in the Grain Delay effect are always linked.

Feedback
Controls how much the effect feeds back into itself, thus creating longer delay tails. Lower
values result in shorter delays, while higher values create longer delays.
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Spray
Adds jitter to the spacing between grains, adding random movement to the delayed signal.

Low values create smooth and subtle jittery effects, while higher values result in more audible
and chaotic variation to the signal.

Grain Size
Adjusts the granular engine’s grain size in milliseconds. Lower values create smaller grains,
while higher values create larger grains.

Lower grain sizes result in a more glitchy, stuttering effect, while larger grains sound smoother
and more cohesive.

Pitch
Transposes the pitch of the grains by up to 12 semitones higher, or 24 semitones lower.
(Powered by Zynaptiq ZTX LE). This is accessed using the Additional Parameters button (the
three dots icon in the side panel).

Transposing the pitch up with a high feedback value causes your signal to become increasingly
brighter over time. Conversely, transposing the pitch down with a high feedback value creates
deeper and lower tones.

Random
Varies the accuracy of the pitch shifting by up to +/- one semitone at 100%.

Grain Delay’s Random control is accessed using the Additional Parameters button (the three
dots icon in the side panel).

Mix
The Mix knob is like a Dry/Wet control, which adjusts the balance between the unprocessed
audio signal and the delay effect. At 0, the effect is bypassed and at 100, the effect is completely
wet. Pressing and holding CTRL changes each module’s Mix dial to a Gain so that you can gain
stage your audio through the signal chain.
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Utilities

Presence
Boosts a high-shelving EQ on the output signal from around 3kHz upwards.

Air
Boosts a high-shelving EQ on the output signal from around 7kHz upwards, adding sparkle to
your signal.

Saturation
Applies a warm saturation effect to the output signal, introducing subtle upper harmonics to your
sound.

Dim Size
Dim is short for Dimension Expander, an effect that increases stereo width and adds chorus to
your output signal. A four-voice chorus is paired with long delay times, and two out of four
chorus voices are placed out of phase with the other two.

Higher Dim Size values create a wider stereo field and increase the chorus depth and amount.
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Dim Mix
The Dim Mix knob is like a Dry/Wet control, which adjusts the balance between the unprocessed
audio signal and the Dimension Expander effect. At 0, the effect is bypassed and at 100, the
effect is completely wet.

Age
Simulates the characteristics of vintage recording equipment by reducing the level of high
frequencies and increasing the level of lower frequencies. With this control at its maximum, the
‘age’ of the simulated effect is ‘new’, reduce the control to degrade.

Stereo
Reducing this parameter narrows the stereo field of the output signal. At 100, the output stereo
field is left untouched. At 0, the stereo field is significantly reduced, but not completely summed
to mono.

Haas Time
The Haas effect is an acoustic phenomenon which was discovered in 1949 by Dr. Helmut Haas.
It is based on findings which suggest that when humans hear two identical sounds with less
than a 40ms delay between them, they are perceived as a single sound.

This can be applied to music production by delaying one channel within the stereo field by
anywhere between 1ms and 40ms, to create the effect of a widened sound. Spacer allows you
to apply this effect to the output signal, with a delay of up to 100ms.

Haas Channel (L or R)
Clicking the L or R icon switches the Haas effect from delaying the left channel to the right
channel. The letter shown represents the side that is currently being delayed.

Haas Mix
The Haas Mix knob is like a Dry/Wet control for Spacer’s inbuilt Haas effect. At 0, the effect is
bypassed and at 100, the effect is completely wet.
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Chorus

Digital chorus effects create one or more duplicates of a dry signal, and vary the duplicates’ pitch
using a low frequency oscillator.

Chorus Sync Mode (BPM/Time)
The BPM mode gives a beat-synced chorus LFO, with adjustable beat divisions from 1/64 up to
24 beats. In Time mode, the LFO frequency is controlled in Hertz, from 0Hz up to 20kHz.

Rate
Controls the rate at which the chorus is modulated.

Voices
Controls the number of voices in the chorus from two voices up to a maximum of seven. Higher
values give the impression of having a larger sound.

Separation
Increasing this value creates a longer duration between the timing of the voices.

Spread
Increases the stereo width of the voices. Larger values create wider sounds.

Depth
Controls the modulation depth of the chorus effect.
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Feedback
Controls how much the effect feeds back into itself, thus creating a more extreme chorus effect.

Mix
The Mix knob is like a Dry/Wet control, which adjusts the balance between the unprocessed
audio signal and the delay effect. At 0, the effect is bypassed and at 100, the effect is completely
wet.
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